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ABSTRACT 
Power-series approximations to eigenvalue and eigenvector functions have a role 
to play in the design of multivariable feedback systems. The convergence and 
seusitivity properties of these approximations depend on the positions of the branch 
points of the characteristic function of the appropriate rational transfer function. This 
paper gives a quantitative treatment of this problem and proposes a set of suitable 
bounds for the case of isolated as well as “latent” branch points. Given the impor- 
tance of the locations of the branch points, from a practical viewpoint it is desirable to 
know whether it is possible to precondition the transfer-function matrix so as to adjust 
the positions of the branch points. To this end the paper proposes suitable algorithms 
and concludes with two simple design studies which demonstrate the benefits of 
preconditioning. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The feedback stability and relative stability margins of a multivariable 
system with transfer function matrix G are defined by the gain-phase 
characteristics of the generalized Nyquist diagram of G [I]. This diagram 
comprises the characteristic loci (CL) of G, namely the frequency-response 
plots of the eigenfunctions gi of G. Hence, the enlargement of the stability 
margins requires the improvement of the gain-phase characteristics of the 
CL, and this can be brought about by the use of a precompensator K, whose 
effect is to replace G by Q = GK. The design problem then becomes that of 
choosing K so as to adjust the eigenfunctions g, of G to obtain a new set of 
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eigenfunctions qi of Q. Systematic design is hampered by the implicit nature 
of the relationship that exists between qi, g,, and K, but this difficulty is 
overcome if K is chosen to commute with G under multiplication. For then, 
the eigenhmctions of G and K (gi and ki, respectively) will share common 
eigenvectors wi, and so qi will equal the product of the respective gi and ki 
[2]. Thus the design of ki can be effected by means of any of the classical 
Nyquist-Bode frequency-response techniques, whereas the overall controller 
can then be composed as K = W diap(k jlV, where W is the matrix of right 
(column) eigenvectors wi, and V = W-i is the matrix of left (row) eigenvec- 
tors vt. 
In general however, gi, and hence wi and vf, will be irrational functions 
of the complex variable (z or s for discrete- or continuous-time systems), and 
this imposes some restrictions on the realizability of the “exactly” commuta- 
tive controller described above. A practical solution to this problem is to 
approximate the irrational vector functions wi and vi by rational ones, the 
simplest approximations of this sort being vectors of constants, say w[ and vl” 
[3]. As a result, the derived controllers assume the simple form K’ = 
W’ diag(k,)V’, and so are easy to implement. In general, however, K’ can 
only be made to be approximately commutative over a range of frequencies; 
for this reason, K’ has been termed an “exactly approximate” commutative 
controller. 
More recently [4], it was suggested that for discrete-time applications, 
given the rapid advance of parallel computation, power-series representations 
of w = CjWj5’ and V = CjVjz-j, for j = 0,1,2,. . . , could be implemented 
with the same ease as the approximations W’ and V’. The reason for this is 
simple: in the z-domain the V and W of the “exactly” commutative con- 
troller, K = Wdiag( k,)V, can be thought of as operators acting on vectors of 
,--transforms, the operation being one of multiplication; translated in the time 
domain, this becomes discrete convolution between the sequence “W = 
[W,,W,,...l or “V = [V,, V,, . . , ] and the vector sequence of the signal 
appearing at the appropriate point of the feedback loop. But convolution is a 
parallel operation, and so, given the right computational tools, it can be 
performed with speed. Of course, for the purposes of implementation (serial 
or parallel), the infinite sequences “W and “V must be truncated, the depth 
of truncation being a parameter of particular importance for serial implemen- 
tations. The resulting controller will now commute with G over the whole 
range of frequencies. Due to truncation, commutativity will not be exact, and 
for this reason the controller has been termed an “approximately exact 
commutative” controller. 
The success of such an approach depends on the existence of convergent 
series representations for W and V. This in turn requires the branch points 
associated with the eigenfunction gi of G to be stable [4]. In addition, 
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however, the positions of the branch points should be such as to guarantee 
fast convergence; such a requirement would clearly be of the essence in a 
serial realization of the commutative controller. In general, for any given 
depth of truncation, the rate of convergence determines the magnitude of the 
truncation error and thus determines the degree of commutativity. The need 
for branch-point placement is clear. 
This need can be elaborated further. Branch points are associated with 
nonsimple repeated eigenvalues, and so in the vicinity of a branch point of an 
eigenfunction of G, two or more of the eigenvectors of G (depending on the 
multiplicity of gi) will be nearly parallel, making W nearly singular, and 
causing its condition number to increase. Near the vicinity of such branch 
points, therefore, the eigenvalue-eigenvector information contained in a 
nominal description of G will be very sensitive to uncertainty and perturba- 
tions and will thus be unreliable. In the context of the characteristic-locus 
method of analysis and design, this implies that the presence of branch points 
in the vicinity of the unit circle centered at the origin of the z-plane is highly 
undesirable. Once again, to avoid such difficulties one must resort to 
branch-point placement. 
Unlike pole or zero placement, which depends on the use of feedback or 
necessitates a squaring-down process, respectively, branch-point placement 
can be achieved by the simple means of input (or output) compensation. The 
branch points of G are not invariant under the use of (say) precompensation. 
A simple controller with constant gains K, in general, will result in a 
compensated forward path transfer-function matrix Q = GK, whose branch 
points are substantially different from those of G. It is the purpose of this 
paper to (1) identify the branch-point properties that minimize the sensitivity 
problem and maximize the degree of controller commutativity, and 
(2) propose algorithms for the systematic placement of branch points. 
2. STABILITY OF BRANCH POINTS AND 
COMMUTATIVE CONTROLLERS 
For the sake of completeness we give a brief review of the definition of 
the characteristic transfer function and its branch points, and discuss the 
implications of the stability or instability of branch points for the implemen- 
tation of the (approximately exact) commutative controller. 
For convenience, in this section we shall examine the characteristic 
properties of N(Z) = d(z)G(z), where d(z) is the least common denominator 
of G(z). Clearly N(z) and G(z) share common eigenvectors W&Z), and it is 
eigenvector behavior that determines issues of commutativity and eigensensi- 
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tivity. But even if we are interested in the eigenfunctions g,(z) of G(z), 
these can be obtained easily as ratios of the eigenfunctions of N(Z), n,(z), 
and d(z). We shall be interested in obtaining series expansions of n,(z) and 
w&z> in powers of z-l, so it is convenient replace the argument z by 
(p = z- ‘. Then to define the n i(4>, consider the characteristic equation 
~(n,4)=det[nI-N(4)]=0, (2.1) 
which, for an m X m N(4), gives an mth-degree algebraic equation in n, the 
characteristic function of N(4); without loss of generality it will be assumed 
that D(n) is irreducible over the field of rational hmctions of r$. The n,(4) 
then can be taken to be the m branches of n. Everywhere except at the 
branch points 4’ (namely, the points at which n is nondifferentiable), the 
n,(4) are (locally) analytic and distinct. To each n,(4) therefore there can be 
associated a distinct right and left eigenvector function ~~(4) and v;(4), 
respectively, defined in the usual way by 
( niI - N)wi = 0 and vt( nil - N) = O’, (2.2) 
where for convenience we have dropped the argument 4. If ra denotes the 
minimum modulus of all branch points +o, then clearly the ni, wi, and v! 
will be analytic and distinct everywhere within the disc defined as 141 < ra 
and will thus have suitable convergent Taylor series expansions in powers of 
$. Of course, if r. > 1 then the coefficients of these Taylor series expansions 
themselves will form convergent sequences. 
Combining the above observation, and scaling the left eigenvectors so 
that v:wi = 1 for all i = 1,2,. . , m, we can state that for to > 1 the character- 
istic decomposition of N(4) can be written as 
with L( 4) = diag[ ni( 4)] and V( 4)W( 4) = I, (2.3) 
where 
w($6) = 5 wj+j> v(4) = 5 y&j> and ni(+) = 2 nij@, 
j=o j=o j=O 
and where the sequences “W = [W,, W,, . . .I, “V = [V,, V,, . . . 1, and ‘ni = 
[nio,nil,.. .] are all convergent for all i. 
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Under the assumptions above, it is possible to truncate the series for W 
and V after the pth term, in order to replace the exact commutative 
controller K,, by an “approximately exact” commutative controller K, where 
K,, and K are defined as 
K,, =W(4)&(4)V(+) and K=W,(4)&(4+%#& (2.4) 
where 
L(4) =diag[ki(4)] 1 w,(4) = i ybj> and V,(4) = 5 Vj@. 
j=O j=O 
The degree of commutativity between N and K is determined by the 
truncation error in W, and V,, which can be measured by 
sw=(IV(4)Wo(4)-I(( and ev=IIV,(4)W(4+ZI(7 (2.5) 
where 11. (( can be taken as any suitable matrix norm; we shall use the 
induced 2-norm, namely the maximum singular value. At a point C#J such that 
I#= t-r < ra it is possible to stipulate bounds on sw and .sv: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the modulus of all branch points of the characteristic 
function of n of a polynomial matrix N be greater than rO. Then, at a point 4 
such that Ic$[ Q rl < rO, the measures of commutativity, eW and eV, of the 
“approximately exact” commutative controller of Equation (2.4) with N can 
be bounded from above as 
where 
and 
r1 - 
(2.6) 
r. 
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Proof. This result follows directly from the usual Taylor-series theory [5] 
and the use of standard norm inequalities. n 
Within the characteristic-locus context, K will be used to adjust the 
eigenfunctions of N at 4 = e@m, and so, for the successful operation of K, 
at such a 4 the measures E w and ev must be small. The implication of 
Theorem 2.1 is that at points 4 = r re @fi which lie on the unit disc, for 
which rr /ra = /~a, and for ra > 1, the depth of truncation p can always be 
chosen to be large enough to make .sw and ev as small as desired. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the condition of Theorem 2.1, the difference 
between the eigenvalue adjustment efhected by the “exact” and “approxi- 
mately exact” commutative controllers can be made to be arbitrarily small, 
provided p is chosen to be large enough. In particular, the difference between 
the eigenvalues l( NK) of NK and those of NK.,, where K,, and K are as 
defined by Equation 2.4, can be bounded from above as 
)~(NK)- nik, ( <(EW + EV + ~~~V)~~l~ilnfl~l~jl~ (2.7) 
Proof. The eigenvalues of NK are the same as those of V, NKVO- ‘, and 
the latter can be expanded as 
V,NKV,-‘= L,L, + E,LLI, + LE,L, + E,LE,Lk, (2.8) 
where 
E,=VW,-I and E,=V,W-1. 
Applying the standard Bauer-Fike [6] result to Equation 2.8, and treating 
L, L, as a nominal value and the three remaining terms involving E, and 
E, as perturbations we readily establish the result of the Corollary. Use is 
made of the triangle and product inequalities for matrix norms, and .sw and 
ev are used as upper bounds for ]I Ewll and ]I E,I(, respectively. n 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 provide a theoretical justification for the 
term “approximately exact” commutative controller, reserved for the con- 
troller K of Equation 2.4; by suitable choice of the truncation depth p, K can 
be made to behave like the exact commutative controller to within any desire 
degree of accuracy. On the other hand, the theorem and corollary highlight 
the need for r-a to be greater than 1, and the desirability of ra being as large 
as possible. For a general N, however, there is no reason to assume that all 
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the branch points of n will be stable, let alone far away from the origin of the 
&plane. And this in turn establishes the need for branch-point placement, 
namely the design of a preconditioning controller, say a precompensator K,, 
such that NK, has a desirable set of branch points. 
The need for branch-point placement can also be argued from an eigen- 
value-sensitivity point of view. The stability and relative-stability information 
conveyed by the characteristic loci of N/d, strictly speaking, relates to the 
nominal description of the plant alone. If N and d are subject to uncertainty, 
then the characteristic loci themselves will be subject to uncertainty and will 
lie within bands which may be constructed by plotting the appropriate 
E-contours [7]. Whereas this does not pose any problems with respect to 
analysis, it can mean that the design of commutative controllers based on the 
nominal description of the plant may be quite inappropriate in the presence 
of uncertainty. This will be the case unless N is well conditioned so that its 
eigenvalues are not sensitive to small periurbations. 
To give a quantitative treatment of this problem, let N be subject to an 
additive unstructured perturbation matrix with elements ffij, such that 
N= No+[aij] with amax( [ aij]> G a. (2.9) 
Then, provided that N, does not have any nonsimple repeated eigenvalues, 
by the Bauer-Fike [6] result we may state that the eigenvalues of N and N,, 
Z(N) and Z(N,), may be so paired that 
I~(N)-~(N_,)I,<WW, (2.10) 
where k(W) = ~,,,,(W)/a,,,(w> is the condition number of the eigenvector 
matrix W, and a( .) denotes singular values. Thus on the basis of (2.10), we 
can surmise that the nominal eigenvalue information, namely that based on 
No, is insensitive only if k(W) is small, that is, if k(W) = O(cy’>. At a branch 
point +. of n, however, NC&) will have repeated nonsimple eigenvalues; 
thus in the vicinity of 40, two or more of the eigenvectors of N will be 
nearly parallel, and W will be nearly singular, thus resulting in a k(W) 
which is much greater than O(a’>. In conclusion, therefore, if any of the 
branch points of N exist in the proximity of the unit disc centered at the 
origin of the &plane, then nominal characteristic loci may convey unreliable 
stability information and cannot be used as the basis for the design of a 
commutative controller. Hence the need for branch-point placement is 
reestablished. 
The right-hand side of (2.10) constitutes only an upper bound on eigen- 
value sensitivity and so could be conservative; thus the conclusions drawn 
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above could be pessimistic. However, it is pointed out here that in the case 
of unstructured perturbations [ aij], it is possible to choose [oii] whose major 
output and input principal directions are aligned with the minor and major 
output principal directions of W, and this would minimize the gap between 
the right- and left-hand sides of (2.10). (For a definition of major and minor 
input and output principal directions as well as the implication of alignments 
between these vectors the reader is referred to [7].) Nevertheless, the 
resulting right-hand side may still contain a certain degree of conservativism. 
To avoid this problem, it is possible to measure eigenvalue sensitivity in 
terms of the derivative of n with respect to the element oij of [ rwij]: 
dn dN 
- ZVf 
daij 
-w = v’e,e:w, 
daij 
(2.11) 
where ei and ej denote the ith and jth columns of the identity matrix of 
conformal dimensions. Once again we may conclude that in the vicinity of a 
branch point +‘, W will be nearly singular, and so V = W-’ will be large, 
thus implying a large modulus of dn /daij. A more detailed treatment of this 
aspect will be given later, in Section 4.2, when consideration will be given to 
latent branch points. But before this, we illustrate the results of the present 
section by means of some very simple examples. 
3. BRANCH POINTS, LATENT BRANCH POINTS, AND THE 
RATE OF CONVERGENCE FOR THE 2x2 CASE 
For clarity, here we shall restrict our attention to the 2X2 case only, 
where Equation (2.1) assumes the form 
12’ -(traceN)n+detN=O, (3.1) 
from which it can be seen that n can only become nondifferentiable at points 
$. for which the two branches of n become indistinct. Thus the branch 
points of n must be solutions of the equation 
disD(n)=(traceN)“-4det(N)=O (3.2) 
where dis D(n) denotes the discriminant of D(n). 
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3.1. Single Branch Point 
In the simplest case, dis D(n) will be a first-order polynomial in 4, say 
(3.3) 
thus resulting in a single branch point at $o; for a matrix polynomial N(4) in 
4, with real matrix coeffkients, +. and c will be some real constants. Then 
the Maclaurin expansion of the branches of n is given as 
trace N 6 m 
121.2 = ___ + y ,c cic#+, 2 1=O 
(3.4) 
where 
c,=l, 
(-l)i(2i-2)! . 
ci = 22j_lci_l)!i!46 for 2 = l,%... . 
Clearly, for I&l > 1 the coeffkients ci converge to zero, as becomes appar- 
ent from the ratio 
ci+1 I I 
i -0.5 
-= 
ci (i+l>4,’ 
(3.5) 
and the rate of convergence is O(l/r$,). Using the method of cofactors, we 
can also obtain the corresponding expansions for the eigenvector functions as 
I 
w1.2 = N,, - N,, k& i c#, 2N,, 
I 
(3.6) 
i=O 
and hence can assert that the rate of convergence for the vector coeffkients 
of the power-series expansions of the eigenvectors is the same as that for the 
eigenvalues. The same statement can be made with respect to the dual 
eigenvector set vi a. 
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FIG la. The CWS for the N of Equation (3.7). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. As a simple illustration of this situation, consider an N 
given by 
N= [; $b’+[: -1;mn]q51, (3.7) 
whose characteristic transfer function n has a branch point at #Jo. Figure la 
shows the characteristic weighting sequence ‘nl, namely the coeff%zients of 
the Maclaurin expansion of one of the two branches of n, for five different 
values of $J~: 1.2, 1.5,2, 3, and 5; Figure lb shows the asymptotic behavior of 
the sequences. Note that for this particular example, because N,, and N,, 
are both constants, after the first time instant ‘nl = -‘n2; hence the need for 
one figure only. The behavior of these sequences shown in Figure 1 is as 
predicted by Equation (3.41, and indeed it is seen that p can be chosen so as 
to make the effects of truncation arbitrarily small. In particular, choosing the 
truncation depth to be 23, 13, 9, 6, and 5 for the respective values of +. 
(1.2,1.5,2,3) would ensure that all the neglected coefficients are less than 
10e4. Similarly, truncation of the eigenvector sequence at the depth levels 
above results in commutativity errors Ed, as defined by Equation (2.51, 
which over all 4 = ewTG and 0 < wT < r are of the order of 10m4 or 
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FIG. lb. Asymptotic behavior of CWS. 
better, the maximum value being the value attained at 6 = 1, the point 
nearest to the branch point at +a. The position of the branch point can also 
be shown to have the predicted effect on the conditioning of the eigenvector 
matrix; worst conditioning occurred at 4 = 1, and the values for the condition 
number k(W(1)) corresponding to 4a = 1.2, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 were 
2.45,1.73,1.41,1.22,1.12. Clearly, the further away the branch point is from 
4 = 1, the smaller the condition number. 
In conclusion, therefore, placing the branch point as far away from the 
origin of the &plane as possible enables significantly deeper sequence 
truncations without any appreciable effect on commutativity errors; by appro- 
priate choice of the truncation levels these errors can be made to be 
arbitrarily small. Also, placing the branch points away from the unit disc 
centered at the origin of the &plane has a beneficial effect on the eigenvec- 
tor condition number. 
3.2. The Case of Many Branch Points 
The analysis presented above shows that in the presence of a single 
branch point at &,, the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients of the power 
series in n is the same as that of the weighting sequence of a scalar 
discrete-time system with a single pole at +,,. The argument used thus far 
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extends to the general 2 X 2 case, where dis D(n) assumes the form 
disD(n)=cIf (3.8) 
i=l 
and where the branch points of n can be either real [4i] or appear in 
complex conjugate pairs [r,(cos Rk * j sin flk)]; a, b are two positive inte- 
gers. Clearly the square root of dis D(n) that appears in each of the two 
branches of n can be considered as the product of the square roots of the 
individual factors of Equation (3.8), each of which can be expanded sepa- 
rately and the resulting weighting sequences convolved together to give the 
overall asymptotic behavior. The quadratic terms of Equation (3.8) can be 
factored into linear terms, the square roots of which can be expanded in the 
same way as dm was expanded in Section 3.1, but upon convolution, 
complex conjugate coefficients must be added together to give the exponen- 
tially decaying sinusoidal behavior that is typical of discrete-time systems 
with resonant poles. Thus the rate of convergence of the expansion for terms 
like dm will be 0(l/4i), whereas that for the quadratic terms of 
Equation (3.8) will be O(l/rk). Thus th e asymptotic behavior of the overall 
power series will be determined by the dominant branch point, or branch- 
point complex conjugate pair, and so the rate of convergence cannot be 
slower than O( l/ t-a), where t-a is the minimum of all I$il and all rk. 
The analysis presented above establishes 0(1/r,) as a worst-case bound 
for the rate of convergence. The argument is very simple: in so far as 
asymptotic behavior is concerned, branch points taken in isolation act as 
poles, and so the overall behavior will be dominated by the slowest “pole.” 
Therefore the rate of convergence cannot be slower than that indicated by 
the slowest branch point. Indeed, the example below shows that in the case 
of well-separated branch points it can be as slow as that, but as the dominant 
branch points move close together, so the rate of convergence becomes much 
faster. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let N be given as 
for which 
(3.9) 
disD(n)=I--2cosCtt+ 
r 
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FIG 2a. The CWS for the N of Equation (3.9) from the 4th term. 
thus indicating the existence of a complex conjugate pair of branch points of 
1.054 (cos Cl k jsin 0). Figure 2a shows the sequence of coefficients of 
44,&5,.. .,$I5 for the power-series expansions of one of the branches of n, 
for a = 2r cos 90", 2 r cos 60", 2 r cos 30", 2 r cos O”, and 1.9. As with Example 
1, here also N,, and NZ2 are both constant, and so, with the exception of the 
coeffkient of 4’, the coefficients for the power series of the two branches 
n,,n2 are equal but have opposite signs; thus one does not need to plot both 
‘nl and ‘nz. Figure 2b shows the asymptotic behavior of the sequences 
appearing in Figure 2a. The values of R that correspond to the first four 
choices of a are clearly 90”, 60”, 30”,0”; for a = 1.9 the branch points are in 
fact real and are at 1 and 1.1111. The positions of the branch points for the 
different values of a are shown in Figure 3. 
Detailed consideration of the sequence values for R = 90” confirms our 
theoretical predictions. In particular, the ratio of successive overshoots or 
undershoots starts at 0.225, but increases monotonically to reach the value of 
0.8 at the end of the plot of Figure 2b, and in the limit tends to 0.9, this value 
being precisely equal to r2; r is squared because overshoots or undershoots 
occur every second time instant. However, for 52 = 60” the decay rate at the 
end of the plot is 25% faster than its theoretical bound of <&??I”, and for 
R = 30” the decay rate is nearly twice as fast as the predicted bound of 
<fi>“. For R = O”, when the two “branch points” are coincidental, the 
sequence decays to zero (to within four decimal places) after the second time 
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FIG. 2b. The CWS from the 11th to the 30th term. 
1. 5 , 
FIG 3. The branch-point positions, with the unit circle. 
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instant. Finally, as a increases to 1.9 and the branch points separate, one 
becoming marginally more stable but the other becoming marginally unsta- 
ble, the sequence decays rapidly to about 0.1% of its peak value at the third 
instant, and thereafter decays very slowly indeed, tending asymptotically to a 
value of the order of 10e4. In either of the two cases, fi = 0” or a = 1.9, the 
characteristic sequences can be truncated after the second term; for a= 0” 
the approximation error everywhere on the unit circle 4 = ejO is no greater 
than lo-“, and for a = 1.9, even though one of the branch points is on the 
verge of instability, the error of approximation is no greater that 5%. 
The conclusion therefore is clear: in so far as their contribution to the 
asymptotic behavior of the characteristic weighting sequences is concerned, 
well-separated branch points can be thought of as poles, and thus the overall 
decay rate is determined by the “pole” (or complex pole pair) that is nearest 
to the origin of the +-plane. However, this pole-like behavior is masked as 
soon as a pair of branch points move close together, the overall effect being 
more like that of a single zero rather than that of two poles. Zeros of course 
are not singular points, and in that sense near-coincidental branch points 
behave like “pseudo” or “latent” branch points: they are branch points in so 
far as n is not differentiable at their precise location; but away from their 
immediate vicinity, their contribution to the characteristic weighting se- 
quences is the same as that of an ordinary point. In the limit, when the two 
“latent” branch points become coincidental, they stop being branch points 
altogether; they do not give rise to differentiability difficulties. 
Clearly, from the viewpoint of approximation by truncation, latency is a 
desirable property, and thus the relationship between branch-point separa- 
tion and convergence rate warrants further examination. 
3.3. Pair of Latent Branch Points 
It is instructive to look at the 2 X 2 case, where the discriminant of D(n) 
assumes the form 
(3.11) 
namely, the case where n has two branch points separated by 2~, where E is 
a quantity of small modulus. Then after some rearrangement we may write 
l/2 
(3.12) 
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where k = I - 4/4,,. Then performing a binomial expansion we deduce 
mm=&-& ;;; i l-----(l+/J+/L~+~s+ *..)+0(&4) , I 
(3.13) 
or, upon binomial expansion of 7 4” - e and some further rearrangement, 
&Gqq= l-/2&2 
i 
2 
+/_L3+/L4+ . . * )- O(E4) , (3.14) 
0 i 
and this, for a k greater than 2 and greater than the degree of the trace of N, 
identifies the k th coefficient of the expansion for the characteristic weighting 
sequence as 
1 &2 
-+0(&y ck=,,;+2 (3.15) 
Clearly then [by Equations (3.11, (3.2)], stable latent branch points ensure fast 
decay for the characteristic sequences, which can thus be truncated after 
only a few terms, incurring arbitrarily small errors. Indeed, from Equation 
(3.15) it can be seen that even for unstable branch points-for ]+o] < 1 that 
is, but of course for ]+o] >> s-the weighting sequences initially will decay 
rapidly, making deep truncation with small error still possible. It is pointed 
out that for unstable branch points the sequences will ultimately diverge, and 
so it is no longer possible to use Taylor-series theorems in order to quantify 
the truncation error on the unit disc; instead, from asymptotic-expansion 
theory (see Reference [S]) we can predict an 
assumed that the sequence is truncated at c,‘, 
minimum value of the sequence. This point is 
example. 
error O(c,+ I ), where it is 
with cp+i representing the 
illustrated by the following 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let N,, = N2i = Naa = 1, as with Example 3.2, but let 
N12=1-a$+b+2, (3.16) 
and let a = 3.4848, b = 3.0303, so that n has two (very) unstable branch 
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points, one at 0.6 and the other at 0.55. The first 14 terms of the characteris- 
tic weighting sequences are 
‘nr = [0,1.7424,0.0029,0.005,0.0087,0.0152,0.0265, 
0.0463,0.0809,0.1413,0.247,0.756,1.3235 ,... ] (3.17a) 
and 
s 
n,=[2.,-1.7424,-0.0029,-0.005 ,..., -1,3235 ,... 1. (3.17b) 
The sequences are clearly divergent; yet, as predicted by Equation 3.15, 
because E = 0.05 is much smaller than either of the two branch points, the 
sequences initially decay to a fraction of their peak value. We may thus 
choose the truncation level to be p = 2 one instant before the minimum 
value of the sequences, and by the theory of asymptotic expansion we would 
expect the error of approximation for 141~ 1 to be = O(O.0029). This predic- 
tion is borne out by exact calculation, which shows that 
error,, = max(nl(eeG)-1.7424e”fi) 
8 
= max [ rr,( e”m) - (2 - 1.7424e0m)] = 0.0039. 
0 
(3.18) 
Were the branch points stable and close together, then the sequences would 
decay to very small values after the second term and would also be conver- 
gent. For example, if a = 1.7424 and b = 0.7576, so that the branch points of 
n were at 1.1 and 1.2, then the sequences would assume the values 
‘lz, = [0,0.8712,0.0007,0.0006,0.0005,0.0005,0.0004,. .] (3.19a) 
and 
‘nz = [2, -0.8712, -0.0007, -0.0006, -0.0005, -0.0005, -0.0004 ,... 1, 
(3.19b) 
and since they are now convergent, we can use the usual Taylor-series theory 
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to quantify the error of truncation. Actual calculation for truncation after the 
second term shows that 
error,, = 0.0057. (3.20) 
In conclusion, therefore, latency produces sequences which can be trun- 
cated with very small error, even if the branch points are unstable. It is 
perhaps worth noting that the branch-point separation used in this example 
was not taken to be unrealistically small; in fact, in both cases considered 
here, E was taken to be about 10% of the size of the corresponding branch 
points. 
4. THE GENERAL m x m CASE 
4.1. Rate of Convergence 
The analysis presented above exposed clearly the salient features of the 
problem, but was restricted to the 2X2 case. Fortunately the argument 
carries over the general case. 
THEOREM 4.1. If r. denotes the shortest distance of the branch points of 
the characteristic transfer function n of a polynomial matrix N from the origin 
of the &plane, then the kth coefficient of the characteristic weighting se- 
quences of N is bounded from above as 
where M, = rn? (n( r,e@n)] (4.1) 
andfor +=e , @m the error of truncating the sequence afer the pth term is 
bounded from above as 
(4.2) 
Proof. This result follows by a straightforward application of Taylor- 
series theory. n 
Clearly the bound of (4.2) is only useful in the case when r,, > 1, namely 
in the case of stable branch points. On the other hand, since the right-hand 
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side of (4.1) gives only an upper bound (which could be conservative), the 
usefulness of this condition becomes apparent only when ra is large. Thus, 
even for r0 > 1, without any further information on the separation of branch 
points, should one or more branch points exist in the proximity of the unit 
disc, then the best that can be said of the characteristic weighting sequences 
is that they will decay, but their rate of convergence will be no better than 
0(1/r,); and this could be very slow. 
Suppose now that it is known that the dominant branch point C#J~ is 
latent, namely that there exists a neighborhood of & that contains another 
branch point. Under such conditions, at n(&>, 40 will be a near-double 
point of ZXn, 4); D(n, 4) 1s as defined in Equation (2.1). We can summarize 
this situation mathematically by stating that 
where E is some quantity of appropriately small modulus and D4 
partial derivative of D with respect to $. Then, it is possible 
much tighter bound on the ck than that given in Theorem 4.1: 
(4.3) 
denotes the 
to derive a 
THEOREM 4.2. Let cpO, I&l > 1, be the branch point nearest to the 
origin, let the multiplicity of n at +0 be 2, let 4,, be a latent point in the sense 
defined by Equation (4.3), and let all the other branch points not associated 
with & (or its complex conjugate) be suficiently far from the origin so that 
In’(4, - S)l d f e mes the maximum modulus of n’ on the circle centered at the 
origin and of radius I&, - 61, w h ere S is a complex number of small modulus 
and phase equal to the phase of 40. Then 
M,, + O(S) 
ICkJ 6 k,$, _ qk-1 ’ (4.4) 
where M,, is the modulus of the larger of the two roots of the quadratic 
equation 
D,,,,x~+~D,,~x+ Dmm+;=O (4.5) 
with the partial derivatives D,,,, D,,, and D,++ all being evaluated at &, - 6. 
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Proof. Equation (2.1) defines n as a function of 4, say n(&), and for 
such an n, the first differential of D(n(+>, 4) will be identically zero, which 
suggests that 
dn 
- = n’( 4) = - D+(n($),4) 
db D,(n(4),+) 
(4.6) 
at all points 4 other than branch points, for which (as expected) the above is 
undefined. Evaluating D+ and D,, at the branch point & of the theorem 
through Taylor-series expansions about a point +a - 6, in the proximity of &, 
we get 
&=D~(n(~,),~,)=D~(n(~,-6),~,-S)-[D~~+ D,,n’]6+0,(6”), 
(4.7a) 
and 
O=D,(n(~,),~,)=D,(n(~,-S),~,-6)-[D,~+D,,n’]6+02(62), 
(4.7b) 
where D,++, D,,, D,,+, and n’ are all evaluated at 4” - 6. Introducing (4.7) 
into (4.6), we derive the quadratic equation 
D~,(n’)z+[2D,~+0,(fi)](n’)+(Dh~+~+Ol(~)), (4.8) 
whose solution, to within O(6), is that given by Equation (4.5). Then, to 
within O(6), the quantity M,, of Equation (4.4) defines the modulus of n’ at 
$a - 6. Furthermore, because of the assumption that all branch points other 
than the latent pair of +,, (and their complex conjugates, if any) lie suffi- 
ciently far away from the origin so that on the circle C centered at the origin 
and of radius r = 14~ - 61, n’ attains its maximum modulus at 4a - 6, this 
maximum modulus will be given by the quantity M,, of the theorem. 
Finally, by Taylor-series theory we know that the coefficients b, of the 
Maclaurin expansion of n’(4) are bounded from above as 
(4.9) 
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But the coefficients of n’ and n are related by the simple condition 
ck = b, _ 1 /k, and this completes the proof. n 
The statement of the theorem above is somewhat involved, but its 
significance is easy to deduce: if at a latent branch point 4,,, n has two 
repeated branches and all the other branches are distinct, then D,, cannot 
be small; for example, for the 2 X 2 case, where the multiplicity cannot be 
greater than 2, D,,,, is 2 (for all 4). Consequently, 12’ will remain finite even 
at points a small distance 6 away from the branch point 40, so long of course 
as IS( is not much smaller than (~1. This is in sharp contrast to the case of 
single branch points, for which, by Equation (4.6), n’ will be O(l/ ISI). And 
so, in the presence of latent branch points, the condition (4.4) can be used in 
preference to (4.1), since M, /r,” and M,,/(4, - ~31~~’ are of the same 
order of magnitude, but the right-hand side of (4.4) is further divided by the 
integer k. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. For the purposes of clarity we consider the simple N of 
Example 3.3, for which 
D,,=2[n(4)-1], D,,, = 2, D,,+ = 0, 
(4.10) 
D+ = a -2b4, D++ = -2b. 
Suppose now that a and b are such that n has two branch points, 4,, and 
41, such that I4ol < 1411; then the upper bound M,, on the modulus of n’ at 
4. - 6, as given in Theorem 4.2, can be computed to be 
M 
(4.11) 
Clearly, if the separation between 4. and 41 is of order 6, then M,, will be 
finite and 
M,,+ =@%&& (4.12) 
In contrast to this, had b been 0, so that 4. was an isolated branch point, 
then n’ at 4,, - S would be given by 
DJ40 - 6) 0.5 
n’=- D,(4,-8) =m’ 
(4.13) 
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For S small, Equation (4.13) gives an unacceptably large value for n’, and SO 
to obtain a bound on the coefficients ck, one must revert to Theorem 4.1, 
which for b = 0, a = l/1.01, and 6 = 0.1 gives the bounds 
1,0.99,0.98,0.97,0.961,0.952,0.942,0.933 ,... . (4.14) 
Were c$~ = 1.01 a latent branch point, due to the presence of another branch 
point at (say) 1.02 (which is the case for a = - 1.9686 and b = 0.96881, then 
Equations (4.12) and (4.4) would generate the sequence of coelficient bounds 
x, 1.207,0.603,0.402,0.302,0.241,0.201,0.172,. . ., (4.15) 
which clearly decays much faster than that of (4.14). Of course the sequence 
of (4.15) describes upper bounds, and is still conservative; the actual charac- 
teristic weighting sequences are 
x, k0.9455, fO.OO1, f0.0009, &-0.0008 ,..., (4.16) 
where x assumes the value 0 for the sequence with the + sign, and 2 for the 
other one. 
Theorem 4.2 is general, in the sense that it applies to the m X m case for 
any m, and it places no restriction on the number of branch points. It does 
however presuppose that the multiplicity of n at the dominant branch point 
is 2. For higher multiplicities, say p (with CL> 2) d’D/dnjd+‘-j and 
d”D/dn’ will be O(6) for all integers i, j such that j < i and j < p, and 
hence D,(+o - 6) will be O(6 “-‘). Then, for n’ to be finite at 4” - 6, 
d”D / d+i must be O(E) for all i < p, namely, the cluster of latent branch 
points must contain k (rather than just two) branch points. The analysis of 
this situation is similar to that given in Theorem 4.2 and will not be repeated 
here; of course, for general multiplicities, one will need to extend the Taylor 
series expansions of Equation (4.7) up to powers of (6”. 
4.2. Eigenvalue Sensitivity 
It was mentioned in the introduction that branch points have a significant 
bearing on the sensitivity of the branches of n. In particular, as is stated 
below, in the close proximity of isolated branch points, the eigenfunctions of 
N become sensitive to small perturbations in the elements of N: 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let aij denote an additive perturbation on the element 
i,j OfN, = NC& - 6) f or some small S, and let c#+, be a branch point of n at 
which the multiplicity of n is 2. Then 
(4.17) 
where Nd and D,,, denote the value of dN/d+ and D,, at cbo - 6, respec- 
tively. 
Proof. From Equation (4.7b) we have that 
n’ = n’( & - S) = 
q&PO) 
[ Dnb + Dnnn’] 6 + 0( 6’) ’ 
(4.18) 
where Dn4 denotes the value of Dn+ at $. - 6. Thus, solving for n’, we get 
41 Dd’kJ I 
VI= @pyj + O(60). (4.19) 
Note that taking the multiplicity of n at 4. to be 2 implies that D,, does not 
vanish anywhere in the vicinity of 4, and hence does not vanish at C#J~ - 6. 
Thus n is assumed to be differentiable at 4 = C#J~ - 8, and the right-hand 
side of Equation (4.19) is defined. 
Now let w and vt denote the right and dual left eigenvector of N(#J,) that 
corresponds to n, where w and vt have been so scaled as to give lhvll= 1, 
vtw = 1. Then we may write 
n’= v’Ndw, from which 
In’1 
Ml > m. 
Differentiating n with respect to aij, on the other hand, we may write 
dn 
?,y da,j ~=$o_s I I = max(v’e,efwl i,.i 
= max(v.(max(w.( > 3 t 
i.j i,j I’ m’ 
(4.21) 
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where use has been made of the fact that the maximum of the elements ui of 
v and that of the elements wi of w cannot be less than ]]v]]/G and 
Ibll/G = l/6 respectively. Combining Equations (4.19)-(4.21) gives 
the result of the theorem. n 
Once again the statement of the theorem is somewhat involved, but its 
significance is clear: in the vicinity of an isolated branch point [i.e. a branch 
point cbO at which D4(4,) is 0(&O) or more], the sensitivity of n to additive 
perturbations on N, measured by the maximum value of cZn /doij over i and 
j, is 0(1/a), and thus for small S the sensitivity is large. Were it the case 
however that 4. was a latent branch point, then D,<4,> would be O(E), and 
so for 1.s = (61 the eigenvalue sensitivity would be of order O(S’). The 
implications of this observation for the characteristic-locus method are also 
apparent: for robust analysis and design, all branch points of n must either 
lie far away from the unit disc, or be latent. (Once again, in the general case 
the clusters of latent branch points must contain I_L branch points, if I_L is the 
multiplicity of n.) The following example gives a clear demonstration of this. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let N,, = N,, = 1, N,, = l- a+, and N,, = 1- b4. For 
b = 0, the corresponding n has an isolated branch point at l/a, while 
D+ = - a, D,, = 2, ]]Nd]] = a, so that at 4 = a - 6, by Equation (4.17), we 
have 
0.354 
l,\l-m=- 
G’ 
(4.22) 
,$=a-6 
Thus for a = 1.001 and 6 = 0.001, the lower bound above becomes 11.17, 
indicating severe sensitivity problems at dc, namely at 4 = 1.001 - 0.001 = 1. 
The actual maximum occurs for i = 1, j = 2 and is given by vrws = 15.8272 
X0.9995 = 15.82, where ws and or denote the first and second element of 
the corresponding eigenvector and dual eigenvector, w and v’. 
However with b nonzero, and say b < a, in place of Equation (4.22) we 
have 
(4.23) 
And for a = 1.001, b = 1.002 (say), and S = 0.001, the lower bound above 
becomes 0.0112, while the actual worst-case value is 0.8164 X 0.8657 = 0.706. 
Clearly therefore Theorem 4.3 suggests that for a = 1.001, b = 0, the dc 
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FIG. 4. The effect of latency on eigenvalue sensitivity. 
value of the characteristic loci will be unreliable; conversely, for the case of 
a = 1.001 and b = 1.002 the theorem gives a very small lower bound on the 
dc eigenvalue sensitivity. 
The values above are somewhat extreme and were so chosen as to 
accentuate the eigenvalue pathology. Even when the branch points do not 
exist in such close proximity, latency has beneficial effects, as is clear from 
the dc “unstructured’ E-contours [7] of Figure 4, plotted for a = l/1.05, 
b = 0 (plot E), and a = l/1.05, b = l/1.1 (plot El,,). The E-contours of the 
figure define the boundaries of the set of all possible eigenvalues of N(I) + 
[cyij], where [Q] is an unstructured additive perturbation matrix with the 
only constraint that its maximum singular value is less than 0.1. It can be 
seen that the presence of a latent branch-point pair at 1.05 and 1.1 reduces 
the area bounded by the E-contours to less than i of the area corresponding 
to the case of one isolated branch point at 1.05. 
5. THE PLACEMENT OF BRANCH POINTS 
The conclusion to be drawn from the earlier sections is this: (1) for fast 
decay rates in the characteristic weighting and vector sequences, the branch 
points of n must lie far away from the origin of the &plane and/or must 
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appear in clusters of latent branch points; (2) the characteristic-locus analysis 
and design method based on nominal values will be robust in the presence of 
small additive perturbations only if the branch points of n lie sufficiently far 
away from the unit disc, or otherwise appear in latent branch-point clusters. 
In general, N will have a characteristic transfer function n with several 
branch points, (e.g. a maximum of 29 branch points for a 2 X 2 qth-degree 
N), and nothing can be assumed about the position of these branch points. It 
becomes necessary therefore to consider means of preconditioning N with a 
view to placing its branch points at preferred locations in the r&plane. The 
simplest way of doing this is to introduce a constant (nondynamic) precom- 
pensator K in the forward path of the overall feedback configuration, which 
will have the effect of replacing N by NK. Dynamic K’s of course would 
provide more degrees of design freedom, but in the interest of keeping 
controller complexity down, we shall restrict our attention to constant K’s. 
The positions of the branch points of a general m X m N are determined 
by the roots of the discriminant of D(n, (6) when D(n,4) is considered as 
polynomial in n with coefficients which are functions of 4. A systematic way 
of calculating this discriminant is through the resultant [9] of D and D,, 
R(D, 0,). So in general terms, branch-point placement is tantamount to 
establishing the relationship that exists between the elements of K and the 
coefficients of the resultant of the compensated N, namely of NK. For the 
2x2 case this relationship can be written in closed form, and it is thus 
possible to derive explicit conditions for branch-point placement. Altema- 
tively, one can adopt a numerical optimization approach to the problem, and 
this can be extended to the general case. In principle such an extension is 
simple, but in detail it is rather involved and will thus not be discussed in 
this paper. Instead, in order to demonstrate the principles in a simple way 
we shall restrict ourselves to the 2 X 2 case. 
5.1. Branch-Point Placement Conditions for the 2 X 2 Case 
Let ni and n\ denote the first and second rows of N(4), and let k 1, k, 
denote the first and second columns of K. Then the characteristic equation 
for NK can be written as 
D*(n*,4) = (n*)“- [n:k, +n\k,](n*) 
+ [n\k,*n’,k, -nik,*nt,k,], (5.1) 
where the asterisk is used to distinguish between compensated and uncom- 
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pensated quantities. The discriminant of D* then assumes the form 
dis D* = (nik, -n~k,)e+4(nl,k,)*(n\kl) = xtSx (5.2) 
with 
x=[ki,k\]” and S= 
vi 2n,n\ -nin\ 
2n,n\ -nani nan”2 1. 
And so, in order to place a branch point at 4i, we must have 
xtSix = 0 with xtx = 1 si=s(+i), (5.3) 
where the constraint xix = 1 has been introduced so as to exclude the trivial 
solution for x. This of course is perfectly in order, since scaiing K (i.e. 
multiplying K by a scalar factor) will not affect the positions of the branch 
points of NK. As an alternative to x’x = 1, we could of course set one of the 
elements of x arbitrarily equal to 1. 
In geometric terms, for each i, Equation (5.3) defines an ellipsoid, and 
the simultaneous placement of 2q branch points therefore requires the 
intersection of 29 such ellipsoids. Clearly, for the 2 X 2 case that we are 
considering here, the constrained x has only three degrees of freedom and so 
we can only expect to be able to place at most three branch points. Thus in 
general, for q > 1 (i.e. for N of degree more than l), we cannot effect the 
exact placement of all the branch points of 12. A sensible solution out of this 
difficulty (other th an introducing more degrees of freedom through the use of 
dynamic K) is to go for approximate branch-point placement and thus aim for 
the minimization of a cost function 
J= ~(XfSiX)2+~(1-x~X), 
which leads to the optimality condition 
c (xts,x)s,x = (E (X~SiX,p)X. 
i i 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
The latter is a nonlinear eigenvalue-eigenvector problem that can be solved 
by numerical means. 
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As mentioned at the beginning of this section, one of our aims is to place 
the branch points of n as far away as possible from the origin of the &plane. 
Strictly speaking, therefore, we do not need exact branch-point placement; 
provided the relevant optimal cost is small, the approximate placement of 
(5.5) will be just as effective. However, from Sections 3, 4 we know that a 
complementary objective we should be aiming for is latency, and this is not 
incorporated into the cost of (5.5). Th e required modification is simple: (i) 
aim for the placement of only 4 of the 29 branch points, and (ii) then invoke 
the latency condition, namely, place the remaining 9 branch points in the 
proximity of the first 4. Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied (exactly) when the 
discriminant and its derivative vanish at y values r$i of 4. The associated 
minimization problem will still have the form of (5.4, and the optimal 
solution must satisfy Equation (5.5), provided that 4 of the Si’s are defined as 
before, but the remaining 4 are taken to be the values of dS/d4 at 4i for 
i= 1,2,...,4: 
dS 
Si=S(4i) and Sy+j=-- 
d4 ++ 
i, j = 1,2 a..., 9. (5.6) 
There still remains one problem, and that concerns the choice of the 4i. 
These must be chosen to be distinct and large, and so typically 4i’s of 
modulus approximately equal to 2 could be selected. An alternative to having 
to select 4 arbitrary values is to require the placement of only one branch 
point, say at a point +0, and subsequently invoke the requirement that 4a be 
a multiple branch point of multiplicity 29. To implement this, all one has to 
do is replace Equation (5.6) with 
djs 
S,=S($,) and Sl+j= - 
d@ 
L=h’ 
j = 1,2 )..., 2y -1. (5.7) 
Repeated differentiation may result in large Si+j for large j, and this would 
tend to place undue emphasis on the higher multiplicities. The introduction 
of appropriate weights into the cost function will soon remove such diffrcul- 
ties. 
5.2. An Alternative Numerical Algorithm 
The procedure above has two drawbacks: (1) one must still select an 
arbitrary value of +0, and must change this if the subsequent optimal cost is 
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too large; (2) it is specific to the 2 X 2 case. It is possible to overcome both 
these at some computational cost: 
ALGORITHM 5.1. 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
Step 4: 
Step 5: 
Given a constant controller Kc’), compute the coefficients a:‘), 
j=O,l , . . . , p (in descending powers), of the discriminant d’“‘($) of 
D(~) = det[ nZ - NK”‘], where /zI is the number of branch points; 
note that d(‘)(d) can be obtained as the resultant of D”‘(4) and its 
derivative with respect to n. 
Find the roots $~‘,i’ of d”‘($). 
Form 
MC’) = 
ag’ al’) . . . Ub’) O --. 
0 a;’ a’li’ . . . a$’ -. * 
0 0 a*. ($; .I . . : a\‘) 
0 0 ... 0 pub”) . , . 
/& . . . ab”)-1 0 0 . . . 
and compute the resultant r(li) and all the subresultants rti) of 
dCi)(~) and d$‘(+), by f orming respectively the determinant aid all 
the principal minors of MC”) with comers on elements j, j and 
2p-I-j, 2p-l-j. 
Evaluate a cost that penalizes the modulus of the l/&(i) and rj(i) 
for all k and j. 
If the cost is less than a threshold value (or if i is above a threshold 
value), then stop. Otherwise use a search optimization procedure to 
choose a new K, excluding values of K whose condition number is 
above a threshold value; go to step 1. 
It is pointed out that the condition rj(i) = 0 implies that RCi) has 
precisely j repeated roots [9], and so NK(i) will have j repeated branch 
points. Thus the algorithm above aims at the simultaneous minimization of 
the rj(i>‘s and maximization of the l~#+(i>l’s. As a result, for a small cost, the 
algorithm will have placed the branch points far away from the origin as well 
as brought them close together. As explained earlier, this will cause the 
characteristic (weighting and vector) sequences to decay fast, and it will also 
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remove any eigenvalue-sensitivity problems that may exist. The usefulness of 
the algorithm is clearly illustrated by the following two 2 X 2 design studies. 
5.3. Design Studies 
For simplicity we shall let the cost of step 4 be the product of all 
1/ I&(i)1 and Irj(i)l, with the proviso that any l/ I&(i)1 which is less than 
0.5 will be replaced by 0.5 and any Irj(i)l 1 ess than lo-l2 will be replaced by 
10-12. This way the cost is prevented from becoming very small on account 
of only some of the j&(i)1 b ecoming large and/or some of the [r&ill 
becoming small. Also, in step 5 the test on the condition number of K(i) is 
replaced by a test on the angle between the two columns of K(i), which is 
constrained to be greater than 30”. 
The algorithm was applied to two different polynomial matrices N, one 
without and one with unstable branch points. Clearly the latter is the more 
challenging of the two, but as will be seen from the numbers presented 
below, the algorithm coped very well with both examples. 
STUDY 1. The chosen N was given by 
6.8-7.84 +1.45+2 -6.4+8.21+-1.1542 
3.4-3.14 +0.925@ -3.21+ 1.24 - 1.34’ I 
(5.9) 
and had four branch points at - 0.9392 + 0.4481\/-1,1.6743 +0.93341-. 
Clearly all the branch points are stable, but one pair is very close to the unit 
disc, predicting a slow decay rate for the characteristic sequences, which in 
fact are given by 
“n,=[3.61, -2.55,-0.43,-0.12,0.21,-0.12,0.1, -0.06,0.03,-O.Ol,... 1, 
“n,=[-0.01,-4.05,0.58,0.13,-0.21,0.12,-0.1,0.06,-0.03,0.01,... ]. 
(5.10) 
For small errors, therefore, the approximation sequences must be at least 8 
long. Indeed, detailed calculation shows that there exists an 8-long eigenvec- 
tor sequence representation for which the error in commutativity, Ed 
[as defined in Equation (2.5)] ’ 1 is ess than 0.04 over all frequencies. 
The undesirable effects of the proximity of the branch points to the unit 
disc are also manifest in the large values attained by the eigenvector matrix 
condition number k(W); in particular, at wT = 2.7 rad we have k(W) = 46.9, 
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highlighting significant sensitivity problems. Thus the need for branch point 
placement is clear. 
Application of the algorithm described above yielded as the optimal 
constant precompensator 
K= 
0.565 1.0035 
I -0.7865 0.3729 ’ 
(5.11) 
with which the compensated N, NK, has branch points at 1.7633k 
0.4399m and 2.0904*0.5537\/-1. These values are well away from the 
unit disc and thus not only improve the value of the eigenvector matrix 
condition number, which now is never greater than 2.7 (over all frequencies), 
but also lead to the characteristic weighting sequences 
“n,=[ll.l, -12.21,2.5,0.0009,0.0008,0.0005,0.0003 ,... 1, 
‘nl = [ -0.0061, - 1.32, -0.33, -0.0009, -0.0008, -0.0005, -0.0003 ,... 3, 
(5.12) 
which clearly can be truncated after only three terms, incurring an insignifi- 
cantly small error of approximation. Indeed, the corresponding error .sW for a 
3-long eigenvector representation is never greater than 0.96X 1O-3 (over all 
frequencies). 
STUDY 2. In this study N is chosen to be 
11+ 7.434$ + 7.52942 + 4.6143 - 4 - 4.5814 - 5.38942 - N 3.488~$~ = 
5 + 3.4554 + 3.454$2 + 2.243~#~~ -3+2.737++1.998~$~+0.874~#~~ I 
(5.13) 
and results in branch points at 0.7356, 0.0575 1.2614-, and - 1.6392f 
1.4304fl. These values are clearly not very close to the unit disc, and as a 
result k(W) is not as large as before; in fact the supremum of k(W) over all 
frequencies is 4.16, which is not as small as may be desired from the 
sensitivity viewpoint. However, by far the most undesirable feature of N is 
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the location of one of its branch points inside the unit disc, as a result of 
which the characteristic sequences 
‘nl = [9.36,4.73,3.6,0.65, -2.54, - 1.9, - 1.48, 
-1.49,-1.76, -1.91, -2.12,-2.46,-2.92, -3.48 ,... ], 
(5.14) 
“n,=[-1.39,5.44,5.92,4.83,2.54,1.9,1.48, 
1.49,1.76,1.91,2.12,2.46,2.92,3.49 ,... ] 
diverge. Thus for this example, without compensation, truncation with small 
errors is not possible. Indeed, invoking asymptotic expansion results, we may 
select the optimal truncation level to be 6, and for this the maximum 
commutativity error tzW can be as large as 1, this being the value assumed by 
the measure of Equation (2.5) at w = 0. Thus the need for branch-point 
placement is once again very clear. 
The optimal controller produced by the algorithm above for this N was 
K= 
0.228 1.0669 
- 0.6475 1.3562 I 
(5.15) 
and results in an NK whose branch points are at 1.9495,3.7366, - 3.6269 + 
1.7504J-1, - 0.83 f 4.92-, w IC are all stable and well away from the h’ h 
unit disc. As a result, the supremum of k(W) over all frequencies is as little 
as 2.17, whereas the characteristic sequences are 
‘n, = [7.99,5.39,5.44,3.37, -0.015, -0.005, -0.0015 ,... 3, 
(5.16) 
“n,=[-1.63,6.67,6.16,3.52,0.015,0.005,0.0015 ,... ], 
dropping to about 0.07% of their respective maximum value after only five 
terms. The supremum of the commutativity index Ed over all frequencies for 
a 5-long eigenvector sequence representation is as little as 0.015. 
In conclusion, therefore, for both studies, branch-point placement im- 
proved the sensitivity properties of N as well as enabling deep truncation of 
the eigenvalue-eigenvector sequences with minimal error. 
The authors wish to thank the Science Research Engineering Council and 
the Central Electricity Generating Board fm financial support. 
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